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Description: This report provides an insight into the Indian Rolling Shutters industry scenario, structure and practices.

In depth market scenario includes;
- Current market size estimates
- Market split by shutter components - Shutter Laths, Guide Channels, Bottom Plates, Spring Wires, Pulleys, Shafts
- Market split by manufacturers categories - Large (produce more than 500 shutters pa), Medium (produce 100-500 shutter pa), Small (produce less than 100 shutter pa)

Market structure details the followings;
- Value chain
- Player wise presence in shutter components categories
- Player wise presence in end user segments - Manufacturing plants, Warehouses, Commercial complexes, Retail shops, Banks

Market practices include understanding the Indian Rolling Shutters industry business, market trends, distribution practices and pricing.

The report also provides a snapshot of key competition, forecast over next 5 years, anticipated growth rates and the principal factors driving and impacting growth.

Market data and analytics are derived from a combination of primary and secondary sources
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